Errigal Contracts Security Policy
Statement of Intent
Our company’s or directors’ owned premises made available for company use are made as secure as the directors deem
necessary and so far as reasonably practicable, to protect their and the company’s property and the company’s people and its
visitors, at all times.

Responsibilities
It is the Responsibility of our Construction Director and our Financial Director with the support of the Management Team to
ensure that adequate resources are made available to ensure our statutory obligations are continuously fulfilled.

Arrangements
During normal office hours and when at least two members of staff, one of which being a male member of staff, are on site at
any time in the same working area i.e. not cut off from each other by any locked doors for which they do not hold keys, and
where all external access routes into the building are secured, then no special additional security measures to those that may
be in place at the time, are considered necessary.
At any time when only one member of female staff is needed to work on the premises, then at least one male member of staff
will be on hand in the same working area i.e. not cut off from each other by any locked doors for which they do not hold keys
and where all external access routes into the building are secured. The male member of staff will ensure that the female staff
member is accompanied at all times when outdoors on site e.g. between car and entrance door when arriving at and leaving
site.
Building Security




At all times, when only one i.e. male, member of staff is on site, all buildings will be fully secured to prevent
unauthorised access irrespective of whether the staff member is working indoors or outdoors except for those
occasions when a door or shutter needs to be open to allow materials or equipment to be taken in or out of the
building and the staff member has a clear view around the working at all times so as to be able to spot any visitor
unauthorised or otherwise making an attempt at access.
Should any attempt be made steal property from the premises, then all staff members have been briefed to make
no attempt to deter the suspect by word of mouth or by physical means and must avoid any action or that may
attract physical violence on their person but at the earliest practicable moment to contact the designated director
or manager to summon help.

Client Sites













Security precautions at our work sites on our Clients’ or other parties’ premises are implemented in accordance
with the Client or Principal Contractor or other Client designated Managing Agent requirements, as documented
by them in the contractual or pre-construction information supplied to us.
Errigal Contracts Ltd. then implements the documented measures assigned to our company.
Generally, but not necessarily, the security measures will be notified to us through the Principal Contractor’s
Construction Phase Health and Safety Plan for the site / project and that Organisation will ensure that our staff
including the staff of any subcontractors reporting to us, are inducted into all the relevant requirements of that
plan, while our own site / project induction regime will ensure that the required security measures are made know
to our own site based staff.
Where we are acting as the Principal Contractor ourselves, the same principals will apply in terms of incorporating
security measures into our own planning documentation and the induction process for our own staff including staff
of any subcontractors reporting to us.
Where the security requirements are not adequately detailed, we will consult with the relevant parties to ensure
the security requirements are clarified, adequately documented and made known to us so that we can incorporate
that information into our own site / project induction regime.
Our site supervisory staff will ensure that the security measures required are put into practice on an ongoing basis.
For example, but not exclusively, this will often mean that we will need to manage an ID card system for all
company staff and company visitors if not managed directly by the Principal Contractor or where we are ourselves
in charge as the Principal Contractor for the site. Basic practical security measures often tend to be making sure
that doors that must be kept locked between each use, are so secured to prevent unauthorised entry.
Where documented security measures require the hiring of a contract manned guarding security contractor, the
documented contract with the selected contractor will accurately reflect the Client’s contractual requirements.
The contractor will be selected on the basis of their demonstrable compliance with the Client’s requirements in
terms of current valid SIA Staff Licensing and when appropriate, SIA Company licensing and any other required
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certifications. The contractor will be required, during the course of the operation of the contract, to provide
evidence of their compliance with the contractual requirements and this may for example include the
implementation of electronic guard tour / monitoring systems and other records such as booking in and out of
visiting vehicles and people and producing photographic evidence of same.
Where documented security measures require the installation and / or monitoring of electronic security systems,
then such systems will be so installed and monitored, with procedures implemented for responding to activations
/ alarms, by our own staff and / or by any external alarm receiving Centre (ARC) or remote video receiving centre
(RVRC) as appropriate. Such systems and services, will, where so specified, be in compliance with the required
British and / or European standards and any stated third party certifications.

Performance Management, Monitoring and Review
This policy will be regularly monitored to ensure that the objectives are achieved and it will be reviewed and, if necessary, revised
in the light of legislative or organisational changes.

Authorisation

________________________ 12/01/2017

______________________

12/01/2017

Cormac McCloskey (Construction Director)

Damien Treanor (Financial Director)
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